
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

NARMADA CLEAN TECH 
(a subsidiary of GIDC) 

Surti Bhagor, Nr. GGCL Office, Umarwada Road, Ankleshwar-393001, Di.Bharuch 
(Guj.), CIN: U40101GJ2000NPL037236, web site: www.nctc.co.in 84697 45285, 
 

 

REQUIRES- NCT 
 

Narmada Clean Tech (NCT) is a company in the business of waste water treatment 
and disposal, and serving the industrial estates of Ankleshwar, Jhagadia, & Panoli. It 
is based on PPP model, & is a subsidiary of Gujarat Industrial Development 
Corporation (GIDC) having one of the largest FETP, at Ankleshwar, including 44 km & 
61 km long onshore conveyance pipelines, leading to deep sea via 10 km offshore 
pipeline, in Gujarat. 
 

 

1. Sr. Executive/Executive- Process/Monitoring/Quality Control   (Two Post) 
        B.Sc/ M.Sc/ Diploma Chemical/ Electrical/ Mechanical, with Post Diploma 

Environment Technology / Post Diploma in Industrial Safety with 10 to 15 years’ 
experience. 

 

     Male/Female Candidate must have on hand operation experience of ETP, Chemical 
process, Acquaintance with operation of various equipment like Decanters, 
Pumps, Blowers, Clarifiers, Thickeners, SCADA, Stack Monitoring, Chemical 
handling etc. is expected shift management and dealing with stator bodies for 
lesioning work would also with the scope of work. 

 

2. Trainee                                                                                                    (Two Post) 
B.Sc./Diploma Chemical/ Mechanical/ Electrical with Post Diploma Environment 
Technology/ Post Diploma in Industrial Safety, Fresher or 01 to 02 years’ 
experience. 
 

     Male/Female Candidate must have on hand operation experience of ETP, Chemical 
process, Acquaintance with operation of various equipment like Decanters, 
Pumps, Blowers, Clarifiers, Thickeners, SCADA, Stack Monitoring, Chemical 
handling etc. is expected shift management and dealing with stator bodies for 
lesioning work would also with the scope of work. 

 

     Candidate must stay within Bharuch District only and knowledge in computer 
is desired for all categories 

 

The applications giving detailed curriculum vitae (indicating present / 
expected salary on CTC basis) with latest photograph should be sent to the 

email or hard copy resume with documents within 10 (Ten) days addressed to NCT, 
and email at ceo@nctc.co.in. 

 

http://www.nctc.co.in/
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